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	An MBA in 180 pages, Seeing the Big Picture simplifies the complexities of businesses large and small and shows you how a deep understanding of your company can help build the credibility and career you want. And it can make your work more fulfilling and purpose-driven by highlighting how you influence the success of your team, department, or organization.


	All companies are driven to success or failure by the same five simple drivers: cash, profit, assets, growth, and people. Kevin Cope, founder of Acumen Learning, will help you appreciate how your day-to-day decisions can balance these drivers and contribute to the big picture of your organization s success. You'll discover the acumen you need to bring real value and passion to your work.


	Whether you re on the manufacturing floor or sitting in the corner office, you can learn how to follow the drivers through to measurable results conquering your fear of numbers. Using Kevin's simple explanations of the most important metrics presented in the income statement, the balance sheet, and the statement of cash flows, you ll be able to quickly review financial reports for signs of success or impending doom.


	Convincingly communicate your ideas to leaders, improve your team's performance, even launch a successful business of your own. No matter your goal, give yourself the foundational knowledge every businessperson needs, and discover new strategies for proving your value.
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Practical WPF Graphics ProgrammingUniCAD, 2007
The Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is a next generation graphics platform that is part of   .NET 3.0 and .NET 3.5. It allows you to build advanced user interfaces that incorporate documents,   media, 2D and 3D graphics, animations, and web-like characteristics. "Practical WPF Graphics   Programming" provides all the tools you need...
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The Struts Framework: Practical Guide for Java ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
"I heartily endorse this book. Since an early copy of Sue's manuscript hit my desk, it has not left my side and is now well thumbed and gathering coffee stains from regular use." Simon Chappell - Java Programming Specialist with a Fortune 100 company."


"Sue Spielman launches the aspiring Java J2EE programmer on...
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Apple Training Series: Desktop and Portable Systems (3rd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2007

	This authoritative, Apple-Certified training course is designed both for professionals who support Apple computers as well as Macintosh enthusiasts who want to upgrade, service, or troubleshoot their favorite systems. Fully revised, this third edition includes Apple's new models with Intel processors, the MacBook Pro, Mac mini, and iMac....
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Introduction to Computing and Programming with Java: A Multimedia ApproachPrentice Hall, 2006
This book is intended to introduce computing, including programming, to students with no prior programming experience. One of the lessons from the research on computing education is that one doesn't just "learn to program." One learns to program something [4, 17]. How motivating that...
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Formal Models of Operating System KernelsSpringer, 2006
The work that this book represents is something I have wanted to do since 1979. While in Ireland, probably in 2001, I sketched some parts of a small operating system specification in Z but left it because of other duties. In 2002, I worked on the sketches again but was interrupted. Finally, in April, 2005, I decided to devote some time to it and...
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Macromedia Flash 8 : Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2005
What began life as a simple Web animation tool has evolved into a powerful platform for Web application developmentwhich means that if you're serious about developing for the Web, you need to get serious about learning Flash. With its breakthrough motion-graphics capabilities and powerful run-time effects, Flash 8 provides the tools, authoring...
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